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ABSTRACT

In recent years, the nuclear reactor industry has focused significant attention on nuclear
reactor systems code accuracy and uncertainty issues. A few methods suitable to quantify
code accuracy of thermalhydraulic code calculations were proposed and applied in the past. In
this study a Stochastic Approximation Ratio Based Method (SARBM) was adapted and
proposed for accuracy quantification. The objective of the study was to qualify the SARBM.

The study compare the accuracy obtained by SARBM with the results obtained by
widely used Fast Fourier Transform Based Method (FFTBM). The methods were applied to
RELAP5/MOD3.2 code calculations of various BETHSY experiments.

The obtained results showed that the SARBM was able to satisfactorily predict the
accuracy of the calculated trends when visually comparing plots and comparing the results
with the qualified FFTBM. The analysis also showed that the new figure-of-merit called
accuracy factor (AF) is more convenient than stochastic approximation ratio for combining
single variable accuracy’s into total accuracy. The accuracy results obtained for the selected
tests suggest that the acceptability factors for the SAR method were reasonably defined. The
results also indicate that AF is a useful quantitative measure of accuracy.

1 INTRODUCTION

The assessment process of large thermalhydraulic best estimate computer codes aims
principally at verifying their quality by comparing code predictions against experimental data
gained mainly by tests performed on scaled plant experimental facilities. The merit of these
predictions, adopted for nuclear power plant safety analyses, depends on many factors
involving code features and user experience.

The Best Estimate (BE) thermalhydraulic system codes predict reactor transient
scenarios as realistically as possible by approximating the physical behavior with some
accuracy. The information on inaccuracy of predictions comes from the code assessment and
validation process. Extensive experimental programs have been conducted in order to support
the development and validation activities of BE thermalhydraulic codes. A number of
statistical difference measures in time domain have been applied in the nuclear reactor
community like mean error, mean square error, mean relative error and variance of error
(square of standard deviation) [1], [2]. First widely used methodology suitable to quantify the
code accuracy (i.e. the code capability to correctly predict the scenario observed during the
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test performed on a scaled facility) is Fast Fourier Transform Based method (FFTBM) [3]. It
is an integral method in the frequency domain using the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). It was
applied to several International Standard Problems [4], [5] and Standard Problem Exercises
[6], [7] organized by CSNI and IAEA, respectively and other problems [8], [9].

Recently, a review of data analysis techniques for application in automated quantitative
accuracy assessments was done and a software was developed to deploy recommended
techniques [10]. A single figure-of-merit (code accuracy measure) for a given simulation from
several accuracy measures was recommended. At the same time, Stochastic Approximation
Ratio (SAR) approach [11] was applied to a comparative analysis of closeness of two RELAP
calculation models of Kola nuclear power plant: break and feedwater flow. The purpose of
this paper was to adopt the stochastic approximation and based on it to develop the method
for accuracy quantification. For validation of the method visual observation of the time trends
and the comparison with the FFTBM results were done.

2 OVERVIEW OF SARBM

2.1 Stochastic Approximation Ratio

The Stochastic Approximation Ratio (SAR) as a measure of uncertainty of the model Y
was defined by [11]. Let X1, X2,…, Xn are observed random parameters and observed variable
Z is presumed to be somehow deterministically related to input parameters Z(X1, X2,…, Xn).
Parameters X1, X2,…, Xn are considering as an input data for the model Y, and a model
respond Y(X1, X2,…, Xn) is considered as an anticipated approximation of the variable Z. The
Stochastic Approximation Ratio measure of uncertainty of a model Y can be written as:
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and )(xf is density function.

2.2 SAR based method

The above defined stochastic approximation ratio was adopted for code accuracy
quantification in calculating experimental data. The SARBM uses second order moment of
the experimental, calculated and error signal for calculating figure-of-merit, called SAR. In
equations (2) to (4) only one input parameter is used (time t) and for density function )(tf  the
uniform distribution is used. For code-experiment comparison the experimental signal is )(tz
and calculated signal is )(ty . The SAR is located in the interval [0, 1]. If SAR ≅ 1 it means
that the experimental and calculated signal are very close. If SAR <<1 it means that the
experimental signal and calculated signal are not close and the inaccuracy is very high.

As for the FFTBM lower values of average amplitude and weighted frequency means
higher accuracy, new figure-of-merit, called accuracy factor (AF) was defined:
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SARAF −=1 (5)

This figure-of-merit is more practical for comparison of the results with the FFTBM and
constructing single figure-of-merit from several statistical accuracy measures.

Finally, acceptability limits were defined based on artificial data. In the first case shown
in Fig. 1 constant functions were compared. On the horizontal axis is the ratio between
calculated and experimental signal and on the vertical axis are different figures-of-merit.
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Figure 1: Figures-of-merit as a function of the ratio between the constant functions

The results in Fig. 1 shows that the SARBM method gives the same result when
calculated signal is two times the experimental signal or vice versa and that AF is limited
between 0 and 1. This is because the fraction in Eq. 1 is normalized to both calculated and
experimental signal. In the case of the FFTBM the average amplitude is normalized to the
experimental signal [3]. Therefore when the calculated signal is much smaller than the
experimental one the value of average amplitude (AA) is close to 1 and when the calculated
signal is much larger than experimental signal, average amplitude is also much larger than 1
(curve AA). In the case that the AA is normalized to calculated signal, the opposite is true
(AA-i). What is interesting is that AF curve closely matches with left part of AA curve (below
1 on the horizontal axis) and right part of AA-i curve (above 1 on the horizontal axis).
Therefore the FFTBM was tested with average amplitude normalized to the sum of both
signals and as it was expected the trend (AAavg) was similar to AF trend. This finding is
important for understanding the difference between the FFTBM and SARBM when
interpreting the results. When the difference between the calculated and experimental results
is rather small (this is normally expecting) the figures-of-merit are more or less linear
functions (see zoom on Fig. 1). Figure 1 shows that when AA is below 0.2 the values of AA
and AF are quite similar and when AA is above 0.2 this difference is larger.

In the second case two sinus functions with amplitude equal to one (the ratio of
frequencies was 2:3) were tested and the result was AA=1.99 and AF=0.91. When to the sinus
functions constant one was added the corresponding results were AA=1 and AF=0.64,
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respectively. When the sinus with amplitude 0.1 plus constant function was tested the result
was AA=0.2 and AF=0.097.

Based on the engineering judgement and above two cases for single variables the
following arbitrary criteria for total AF were set: below 0.1 is very good, between 0.1 and
0.25 is good, between 0.25 and 0.45 is poor and above 0.45 is very poor.

3 RESULTS

3.1 Short description of BETHSY experiments

For qualification of the SAR based method three Boucle d’Etudes THermohydrauliques
Systeme (BETHSY) experiments were selected. The first selected experiment was test
BETHSY 6.2 TC, a 15.24 cm (6 inch) cold leg break without high and low pressure safety
injection system (counter-part test with Large Scale Test Facility (LSTF), Loop for Off-
normal Behaviour Investigation (LOBI) and Simulatore Per Esperienze di Sicurezza (SPES)).
The second experiment was test BETHSY 9.1b, 5.08 cm (2 inch) cold leg break without High
Pressure Injection System (HPIS) and with Delayed Ultimate Procedure, also known as
international standard problem ISP-27. The third experiment was BETHSY 4.1a TC natural
circulation test (counter-part test with LSTF).
The initial conditions for BETHSY 6.2 TC test were core power 10% of nominal and primary
pressure at 15.5 MPa with low rotation primary pump speed (238 rpm). The break opened at
the beginning of transient, causing scram signal on which primary pumps were stopped.
Accumulator injection started when primary pressure dropped below 4.2 MPa. Due to
unavailability of HPIS, low pressure injection system (LPIS) and auxiliary feedwater during
the transient large core uncovery and fuel heatup occurred. The transient was terminated when
pressurizer pressure dropped below 0.7 MPa.
The initial conditions for BETHSY 9.1b test were core power 10% of nominal, primary
pressure 15.51 MPa, core inlet fluid temperature 559.7 K and nominal pump speed (2940
rpm). The transient was started with the opening of the break valve. On safety injection (SI)
signal the auxiliary feedwater was on with 30 s delay and primary pump coastdown started
300 s after SI signal. The ultimate procedure (based on the full opening of the three SG steam
dumps to the atmosphere) was initiated following a high value of maximum heater rod
cladding temperature (723 K). This lead to a fast depressurization of the secondary side, then
accelerating the primary side depressurization, in such a way to allow accumulators (at 4.2
MPa) and LPIS actuation (at 0.91 MPa) in the two intact loops. The transient terminated when
residual heat removal system stable operating conditions were reached (core outlet fluid
temperature < 450 K, pressurizer pressure < 0.25 MPa, saturation margin in the upper plenum
> 20K).
The BETHSY 4.1a TC test simulates two-phase natural circulation for different primary and
secondary mass inventories. During the test the core power (1430 kW – 5%) and secondary
pressure (6.8 MPa) were constant and the primary pumps were stopped. The initial primary
pressure was at nominal conditions (15.51 MPa) and dropped when primary system draining
starts. The initially full primary system was drained from the bottom of reactor vessel in 14
successive steps to 38% of initial mass when dryout occurred.

3.2 Results of the accuracy quantification

The qualitative assessment phase including visual observation of plotted results is a
necessary prerequisite for a subsequent quantitative phase. First the transients were
subdivided into time windows. Then visual observation with qualitative assessment was
performed. To give a picture of transient progression, Fig. 2 shows primary pressure, heater
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rod temperature at the top of the core and primary mass inventory (core collapsed liquid level
in case of BETHSY 9.1b) for experimental and RELAP5/MOD3.2 calculated results for the
selected BETHSY transients. For brevity, the other plots and the details of the qualitative
assessment are not provided in this paper – the reader is referred to [12].

Bethsy 6.2TC: AA=0.0647, AF=0.0599
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Bethsy 9.1b: AA=0.0852, AF=0.0727
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Bethsy 4.1TC: AA=0.1468, AF=0.0427
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Bethsy 6.2TC: AA=0.2406, AF=0.0407
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Bethsy 9.1b: AA=0.722, AF=0.1992
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Bethsy 4.1TC: AA=0.3156, AF=0.0209
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Bethsy 6.2TC: AA=0.1331, AF=0.2097
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Bethsy 9.1b: AA=0.3942, AF=0.1208
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Bethsy 4.1TC: AA=0.1241, AF=0.074
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Figure 2: Primary pressure, heater rod temperature and primary mass inventory for various
BETHSY calculations

The accuracy obtained for the selected transients for the time interval from zero to the
end of transient is shown in Table 1. The same set of 23 variables was selected for calculating
total accuracy. However, for BETHSY 9.1b and BETHSY 4.1a TC some variables were
missing. When comparing the methods (based on the acceptability limits for total accuracy)
we can see that more than two third of the results for single variables agree. Some of the
results are quantified better with the FFTBM and the other with SARBM method. This is due
to intrinsic characteristics of the methods. The SARBM is sensitive to the relative differences
through the entire transient. In the situation when the variables drops from its nominal value
close to zero the relative difference may be large while comparing this difference to nominal
value it is negligible. In such situations the SARBM indicate worse accuracy comparing to
FFTBM. However, when the narrower time window is selected the results agree again as it is
shown in Fig. 3. Please note that FFTBM requires that in each time window the criterion
should be satisfied. In this light the result obtained with SARBM alerts us that certain variable
requires more detailed analysis. In such a situation visual observation is needed to judge the
importance of the difference.
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Table 1: Summary of results obtained by application of FFTBM and SARBM

AA AF AA AF AA AF
1 Pressurizer pressure 0.06 0.06 0.09 0.07 0.15 0.04
2 Secondary pressure 0.27 0.06 0.10 0.07 0.05 0.00
3 Accumulator pressure 0.09 0.04 0.12 0.06 * *
4 Core inlet temperature 0.11 0.02 0.09 0.02 0.02 0.00
5 Core outlet temperature 0.39 0.10 0.36 0.04 0.03 0.00
6 Upper head top temperature 0.61 0.15 0.22 0.05 0.08 0.01
7 Integrated break mass flow 0.03 0.03 0.20 0.16 * *
8 SG1 downcomer bottom temperature 0.09 0.02 0.08 0.02 0.03 0.01
9 Break flow 0.53 0.29 0.85 0.45 0.39 0.12

10 Integrated ECCS component mass flow 0.14 0.10 0.35 0.44 * *
11 Cladding temperature (bottom) 0.08 0.02 * * 0.03 0.01
12 Cladding temperature (middle) 0.49 0.11 0.58 0.16 0.05 0.01
13 Cladding temperature (top) 0.24 0.04 0.72 0.20 0.32 0.02
14 Primary mass inventory 0.13 0.21 * * 0.12 0.07
15 Core collapsed level 0.46 0.21 0.39 0.12 0.33 0.04
16 SG1 U-tube upflow diff. pressure 0.21 0.28 1.41 0.31 0.49 0.13
17 SG1 U-tube inlet to outlet diff. pressure 0.90 0.68 0.58 0.64 1.03 0.59
18 Core power 0.08 0.04 0.12 0.05 0.53 0.07
19 Loop seal 1 downflow diff. pressure 0.27 0.23 0.67 0.34 0.59 0.13
20 Loop seal 1 upflow diff. pressure 0.37 0.28 1.08 0.20 0.53 0.08
21 Pressurizer diff. pressure 0.22 0.33 0.14 0.16 0.43 0.35
22 SG1 inlet plenum diff. pressure 0.97 0.82 1.30 0.79 0.86 0.73
23 Downcomer to upper head diff. pressure 0.88 0.39 0.88 0.95 0.68 0.32

TOTAL 0.27 0.11 0.34 0.14 0.17 0.06

* experimental parameter missing, SG - steam generator, ECCS - emergency core cooling system
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Figure 3: Accuracy of differential pressure for BETHSY 6.2 TC in different time intervals
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3.3 Results discussion

The presented results strongly support the effort performed by [13] for combined
figures-of-merit. This is especially true for single variable comparisons. However when total
accuracy is required the robust method without each time defining weighting factors for
selected parameters is needed. At this moment the only method which satisfies these
requirements is FFTBM method which fix the criteria and weighting factors for single
variables. In this study FFTBM approach in introducing weights considering experimental
accuracy, safety relevance and physic relations between different parameters was followed.
When looking the results for total accuracy both methods gave the same results. The only
exception was BETHSY 6.2 TC where FFTBM gave very good (slightly below the limit for
very good) and SARBM gave good (slightly above the limit for very good). BETHSY 9.1b
calculation was quantified with both methods as good calculation while BETHSY 4.1a TC
calculation was quantified as very good calculation.

The obtained results indicate an attempt to qualify the SARBM method as successful.
The results also suggest to combine the SARBM with the FFTBM for accuracy quantification
rather then use the SARBM method independently.

The definition of the acceptability limits was done based on the obtained accuracy from
the comparison of different constant functions and sinus functions. To better verify the set
criteria some additional calculations with SARBM may be useful.

4 CONCLUSIONS

In this study the adapted SARBM method for accuracy quantification was presented. A
new figure-of-merit, called accuracy factor, was proposed. The SARBM method was applied
to three different BETHSY tests and qualified against the results obtained by FFTBM method.
First the acceptability limits of calculation with SARBM method were set based on the
artificial data. Then the BETHSY experiments and the RELAP5/MOD3.2 calculations were
shortly described.

The first key result was that accuracy obtained with the SARBM in time domain was
comparable to accuracy obtained with the FFTBM in the frequency domain. The
RELAP5/MOD3.2 calculations of various BETHSY experiments were quantified as very
good or good. Then it was proposed to combine both methods for total accuracy
quantification rather then to use the SARBM methods alone. Namely, the total accuracy
quantification with SARBM follows the FFTBM approach and for developing completely
new method with new weighting factors for variables several calculations would be needed.
Nevertheless, the SARBM may be used independently for accuracy evaluation of single
variable.
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